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In contrast to studies that focus on investment accounts, this study examines local bias in in-
vestor attention by analyzing messages posted by investors on China's Internet stock message
boards. We find that individual investors pay more attention to stocks of local companies than
to those of nonlocal companies. Local bias is particularly strong in underdeveloped regions, to-
ward large, non-CSI 300, and low-turnover stocks and toward stocks with names that indicate
their localities. The marginal effect of local bias is also considerably strong for distances within
500 km. (G10; G11; G14; G15).
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1. Introduction

Previous studies have provided ample evidence of the “local-bias” puzzles based on the analyses of investment accounts. Both
institutional and individual investors tend to invest in equities of local companies despite the well-documented benefits of diver-
sification [Coval and Moskowitz, 1999; Huberman, 2001; Ivković and Weisbenner, 2005].

In contrast to studies that explored the geography of investors' investment portfolios, this study investigates the geography of
individual investor attention. A key obstacle encountered by empiricists is the difficulty of measuring investor attention directly.
The majority of researchers rely on news and events considered likely to attract investor attention.1 Da et al. (2011) use Google
search frequency to measure individual investor attention directly. Similar to their innovative approach, a direct proxy using mes-
sage posting activities on China's Internet stock message boards is designed in this study. Posting behavior is a revealed attention
measure: if an investor posts a message relating to a specific stock on a message board, then he or she is genuinely paying atten-
tion to that stock. In addition, those who post on message boards are more likely to be real-world individual investors than
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institutional ones, because the latter normally uses sophisticated and powerful information service providers, such as Reuters or
Bloomberg.

Chinese Internet stock message boards have a unique feature for this empirical study. Unlike their counterpart regulations in
the United States and Europe, China's privacy law is not sufficiently comprehensive to protect Internet protocol (IP) addresses.
Many Internet stock message boards explicitly display the IP information of posters (see Fig. 1). We can identify the location of
posters based on their IP addresses using geolocation technology, and further categorize individuals according to whether they
pay more attention to local companies.

The first issue we investigate is the existence of local investor-attention bias. We construct local-bias measurements based on
data of more than 24 million message postings related to publicly traded companies between July 2008 and June 2010. We de-
termine that individual investors tend to spend most of their time studying the stocks of companies whose headquarters are

Fig. 1. China's Internet stock message board Guba Eastmoney. Notes: The figure is a screenshot of Guba Eastmoney, the most popular Internet stock message board
in China. The board provides the IP information of posters who do not log in with a registered account.
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